Your student loan hasn’t come into your bank account

You’ve spent all your budget in the first week – how will you manage for the other nine?
You’re not sure you’ve chosen the right course – but it’s now four weeks into your first term

On the way to Uni to start your first term someone steals all your luggage on the train up
You have classes with three other students you don’t get on with and you feel they are leaving you out.

It’s 2am and you’re in town – but you’ve run out of money. You need to get back to uni for an early lecture the next day – what can you do?
You are at a party on the other side of town which finishes after public transport has closed.

You want to organise a holiday with your new friends but everyone is being indecisive and unorganised. What can you do to ensure that the holiday happens?
You are working with four other people on a project and you are the lead–no one gets on and there’s one task that everyone wants to do, and one boring task that no one wants to do.

You start off living at home but halfway through the term the travelling gets to you and you decide you need to move – but you know that the uni halls of residence will be full.
You live in rented accommodation. During a party some furniture gets broken and the carpet gets stained – you’re now worried about your deposit

You’ve been at dinner with three people from your course but ended up paying the bill as no one had cash on them. It’s two weeks down the line and no one has paid you back.
You’re studying media and you and your classmates are making a three minute dance video with dancers you’ve hired. What problems can you predict and how can you stop them happening?

Your next door neighbour’s room has been burgled and you want to stop it happening to yours – what problems can you foresee, and what can you do to avoid them becoming bigger problems?
You are spending too much time on work and it has made you ill but you are also worried about missing out on social life – how can you readdress the balance and still get everything done?

You learn two weeks in advance that your deadline for an essay, a report and a presentation are all on the same day.
You are spending too much money on getting the train to uni but you can’t walk the distance – what options could you consider?

You’re homesick and miss your family but it will be a few weeks before you’re able to see them again.
You wake up and find that your room has been burgled! Your debit card, laptop (with essays on), some clothes and your student cards have been stolen.

You have a part time job that you enjoy however, your boss has asked you to take on more shifts, you are worried this will impact on your studies.